We are one of the notaries with greater experience and
tradition of Malaga. During our history we have
developed the notarial activity in response to customers
of Malaga and other provinces always under a commitment to providing a quality service and
near to those who require the intervention of a notary.
Our work is based on accountability, efficiency, proximity and transparency.
OUR TEAM
Our notary is formed by a team of professionals, specialized in the management of the various
notarial services and expert in each of their fields.
A group of human beings that together with the notaries offers to each customer, a near
service ,agility and quality.
Our notary is composed of professionals of great experience and highly qualified to intervene
in the issues of a legal nature, ensuring the legality of both faith and of documents as well as
acts within the framework of private law in its civil and commercial aspects.
Notarial acts, sales, mortgages, Constitution of societies, wills, gifts, inheritances, marriage
settlements, a condominius, farms, declarations of new work, contributions of goods
ganaciales, powers, commercial insurance, insurance , signatures and testimoninos are many
of the services we provide.
NOTARIES
D. Luis María Carreño Montejo
Luis María Carreño Montejo is graduated in Law from the University of Salamanca and
diplomated in the School of Legal Practice in the same University.Notary, by opposition,
Carranza (Vizcaya ) from 1984 to 1987. Later Notary of the town of Balmaseda (Vizcaya) from
1987 to 1992. Between the years 1992 and 1997 is Notary in Villafranca del Penedès
(Barcelona) . Currently, and since 1997 he has been a Notary Public of Malaga.
His long career in the notarial career account already with 30 years of experience. D. José
Ramón Recatala Moles
José Ramón Recatala Moles is Licenciated in Law from the University of Valencia.
His career as a notary by opposition starts in the town of Carranza (Vizcaya) from the years
1990 to 1992. Later, becomes Notary in the locality of Seros (Lerida) from 1992 to 1995. From
1995 to 1997 develops its work in Malgrat de Mar (Barcelona), Yecla (Murcia) from 1997 to
2002 and, finally,D. Ramón Recatala Moles has been playing as Notary in Malaga from 2002
until today. His career account already with 25 years of exercise.

